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Welcome to the December 2014 edition of the
FINIA newsletter, keeping FINIA members up to
date with the current FINIA projects.
Given the time constraints of FINIA partners,
our next meeting has been postponed to
Thursday 12 February 2015 in the Reception
Room, Maryborough Town Hall, starting at
10am and finishing at 2pm (a light lunch will
be provided).
Please email any agenda
contactFINIA@gmail.com

items

to

Butchulla People’s native title rights recognised
On Friday 24 October, the Federal Court of
Australia formally recognised the Butchulla
People's non-exclusive native title rights and
interests over 164,958 hectares of land and
waters on Fraser Island.
Geoffrey Renouf, Senior State Negotiator
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Land
Services Department of Natural Resources and
Mines, said the Australian legal system had
officially recognised the native title held by the
Butchulla People over their land.
"The determination recognises that the
Butchulla People's native title rights have
existed since before sovereignty and that they
have cared for this country for many
generations," he said.

Butchulla dancers celebrate native title determination on K'Gari (photo:
David Anderson)

"Their enduring spiritual affiliation to Fraser Island, which they call K'Gari – meaning 'paradise', is evident in
the island's creation story. K'Gari was a white spirit from the sky who was changed into an island so that
she could stay forever in the beautiful place she had helped to create.
"The determination means the Butchulla People and their future generations will have the use and
enjoyment of their traditional lands to exercise their native title rights and interests in accordance with
their traditional laws and customs."
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Mr Renouf said the Federal Court's decision settled a claim that was made in November 2009.
"The determination area includes the Great Sandy National Park to the high water mark but excludes the
townships of Eurong and Happy Valley and other small areas," he said.
"Butchulla People have demonstrated that they have maintained continuity in observing laws and customs
since before sovereignty, that they continue to exercise native title rights and interests in the claim area
and that there are particularly strong connections to the claim area by some descendants. Their connection
can be maintained in a number of ways including hunting, fishing, camping, conducting ceremonies, holding
meetings and maintaining places of importance."
Mr Renouf said the determination brought the number of native title claims determined in Queensland to
108 – 95 of which have been resolved by the consent of the parties.
"The Butchulla People have been involved in extensive negotiations with State and local governments,
tourism operators and service providers," he said.
"Those negotiations have also resulted in the signing of a Protected Areas Indigenous Land Use Agreement
and Memorandum of Understanding to manage a range of activities – including hunting, camping and the
use of traditional place names – within the Great Sandy National Park. These agreements demonstrate the
Butchulla People's commitment to maintaining the cultural and natural values of their traditional country
and their aspirations to derive cultural and economic benefit from their special relationship with their
country."
Adapted from Department of Mines & Natural Resources website

… some frequently asked questions
Q. What does a determination of native title mean?
The Butchulla People’s native title rights and interests over
approximately 163,826 hectares of national park on Fraser
Island have been recognised through a consent determination
hearing of the Federal Court of Australia which was held on the
Island on the 24th October 2014.
This decision means Australia’s legal system formally
acknowledges the exercise of the Butchulla People’s native title
rights and interests on Fraser Island, and acknowledges that
these native title rights have existed since before the
colonisation of Australia.

Butchulla Elders: Glen Miller and Malcolm Burns
celebrating after the determination (photo: QPWS)

Q: Why is the Queensland Government supporting native
title on Fraser Island?
The Queensland Government does not grant native title.
Native title was first recognised by the High Court of
Australia in 1992 with the Mabo decision. The Mabo
decision overturned the idea of 'terra nullius’ that the
Australian continent did not belong to anyone at the time of
Europeans' arrival. It recognised for the first time that the
Indigenous population has a pre-existing system of law
which continues to remain in force.
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The determination of native title over Fraser Island by the Federal Court merely clarifies the specific bundle
of rights and interests that have survived, who holds native title (the bloodline to Country) and over what
specific area.
Q: What does the native title determination mean for businesses and landholders on Fraser Island?
As with all native title claims, the Butchulla People’s claim cannot cover private freehold or other land types
where native title has been extinguished. Landholders and businesses on Fraser Island will not be directly
affected by a determination of native title.
Q. Are the Butchulla People allowed to do things that are prohibited to the general public?
The
determination allows the Butchulla People the non-exclusive rights to be present in the area, to camp,
hunt, gather, conduct ceremonies, and maintain places of importance and significance on their traditional
lands in accordance with traditional lore and customs. The exercise of all native title rights and interests
are subject to the laws of the Commonwealth, State and Local governments.
As part of the process in resolving the native title claim the Butchulla People have negotiated an
Indigenous Land Use Agreement and a Memorandum of Understanding with the State. The agreements
demonstrate the Butchulla People’s continuing commitment to work with the Queensland Parks and
Wildlife Service to maintain the cultural and natural values of their traditional country, and to coexist in
harmony with the general public use and enjoyment of the national park by all.
Q: Are the Butchulla People going to get land on Fraser
Island?
Native title recognises that the Butchulla People are
traditional owners of Fraser Island traditionally known as
K’gari (meaning paradise). These traditional lands are
included in the national park which provide for protection
and public enjoyment. In accordance with traditional lore
and custom the Butchulla people have the right to speak for
Country and the obligation to care for Country. Symbolically
Butchulla People may refer to the land being handed back,
however this is not the same as private ownership.
Q: Will I still be able to camp/four wheel drive/fish on
Fraser Island?
Yes, absolutely. All the recreational activities that the
Butchulla dancers (Photo: QPWS)
general public have enjoyed on the national park on Fraser
Island will continue to be accessible through existing arrangements. There is no foreseeable change in the
administration and issue of permits to the general public.
Submitted by Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service

Finding answers at K’Gari’s Bogimbah Mission
In 1897, an Anglican mission was established on Fraser Island by Archibald Meston. Meston rounded up 61
people in Maryborough and took them to the old quarantine station at White Cliffs (known to the Butchulla
as Balarrgan). By 1901, numbers had swelled to 147 people and these were moved to the new Bogimbah
site, about 15Km to the north.
When the mission closed in 1904, nearly half of the Aboriginal inhabitants had perished. According to the
records, two separate cemeteries had been established at Bogimbah, with a total of 70 graves. The
remaining inhabitants were moved to Yarrabah, near Cairns. The buildings and cemetery markers were
removed and the mission and other reserves extinguished. Some people were moved from Yarrabah to
Kobahra on Fitzroy Island, then Durundur, near Woodford and later Barambah (Cherbourg). About twenty
people made their way back to Fraser Island and were living there in 1910.
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Establishing the location of the cemetery sites has been one of the aims of the Recognising and Recording
K’Gari’s (Fraser Island) Cultural Heritage Values Project team. Not knowing the final resting place of so
many ancestors at Bogimbah Mission has been a source of considerable sadness for the Butchulla people.
Funded by the Australian Government and auspiced by Fauna & Flora International Australia, the aim of
this pilot project is to up-skill key Butchulla community members to recognise and assess cultural heritage
resources on K’Gari leading to improved
management and interpretation of cultural
heritage sites in the World Heritage Area.
Led by the Fraser Island World Heritage Area
Indigenous Advisory Committee, the team
consists of Butchulla community members and
consultants South Pacific Strategic Solutions.
The team has also received considerable in-kind
support from Queensland Parks and Wildlife
Service (QPWS).
In June, four potential sites were identified
from the known physical disposition of the
mission, discovery of occupational remains
The successful Bogimbah Field Team following the discovery of the graves
potentially related to the humpies in which the
– Cindy Singho not photographed (photo: Sue Sargent)
non-European mission inhabitants lived and
team experience from surveying other mission
sites in Queensland, NSW and South Australia. Part of this experience included the knowledge that specific
trees were often planted at post-contact cemetery sites. The main aim of the August field trip was to
confirm cemetery sites related to the mission.
Assisting with the Bogimbah exploration, was a team from the University of the Sunshine Coast (USC) and a
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) specialist, Professor Allen Gontz, from the University of Massachusetts in
Boston. The USC team comprised Dr Peter Davies, Dr Adrian McCallum and students Helen Bowyer and
Dean Probyn. Professor Gontz, who has been working with USC and other groups in Australia for a number
of years with experience locating both Native American and Australian Aboriginal burials, both pre and post
contact.
Also involved were QPWS Aboriginal Rangers: Conway Burns, Darren Blake, Wayne Tobane, John Green,
Cindy Singho, and Malcolm (Smiley) Burns, and Butchulla elder and linguist Joyce Bonner. Aside from
attempting to locate the cemeteries, the fieldtrip was also designed to give the rangers experience using
the GPR technology.
"The rangers worked with the ground penetrating radar team and it has been a big boost for them to have
discovered the grave sites and talk about what we do in the future," said Butchulla elder, Glen Miller. "I
think they're over the moon," he added.
At least three cemeteries were discovered at the mission site, two small and one large. The discoveries also
open the way for more detailed investigations should the Butchulla community so wish. The team are
currently waiting on an initial data report from Professor Allen Gontz, before there are any further
discussions with the Butchulla community.
“Maintaining Butchulla history is to be the care takers and to look after and protect as much of our cultural
knowledge to ensure all information is being passed down for our next generation,” said elder and project
participant, Joyce Bonner.
Sue Sargent, Fauna & Flora International Australia
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Progress Report on the George Haddock Track
Volunteers from the Fraser Island Defenders Organisation (FIDO) and National Parks Association of
Queensland (NPAQ) have now completed the first stage of a 52Km extension of Fraser Island’s Great Walk
between Lake Garawongera to Arch Cliffs.
Stage 1 involved clearing sections of former logging roads and restoring forestry barracks to become one of
four hikers’ shelters available as overnight accommodation when the George Haddock Track is complete.
Over 30Km of the track are now cleared, but are separated by 16.7Km of untouched bush in 13 different
sections that are still awaiting permission to develop in future stages of this ambitious volunteer project.
In October, 24 volunteers from Atherton to the Gold
Coast finalized the upgrading of the former derelict
barracks now named to honour Harold Charles, the
volunteer who led the restoration efforts there.
The Common room has a new ceiling and some
damaged wall panels have been replaced. Before
opening the Common Room for hikers, it is
proposed to install a small, solar lighting system.
The remaining three bedrooms and shower room
have access to a 240V generator. It is hoped that
facilities will be used by researchers pursuing
projects in the least disturbed section of Fraser
Island (K’Gari).

Harold Charles beside the sign bearing his name. Harold led the
renovations and restoration of the barracks near Lake Allom.
(Photo: FIDO)

With no evidence of the water damage, the painting
and tidying have made the whole Common Room
very presentable. Refinements have included a blackboard for leaving notices, a new shelf in the laundry
and bench top over the disconnected stove. A removable screen enables slide presentations in the
common room at night.
The two sheds have been painted and secured to store all of the equipment necessary for future track work
maintenance including a small tractor. The surrounding environs were cleared to accommodate twelve
tents during the working bee, but this will also offer fire protection in future.
So far, more than 60 volunteers have contributed over 2,500 hours to the project, with 864 hours in
October alone. Throughout 2014, the work was assisted with a $25,000 Friends of Parks Grant.
16.7 kilometres of proposed walking track remain to be completed. Almost all of this requires native title
approval before 13 sections can be accessed. By sharing 4Km of road, 18Km of the Lake Allom to Arch Cliffs
walking track can be used to traverse this section that includes Lake Bowarrady. The clearing of the Forest
Walk also makes the walking track from Lake Coomboo to the Yidney Scrub trafficable to the tractor.
The two most incomplete stages are Lake Coomboo to Lake Allom, where 3.8Km are awaiting approval
before work can proceed and ~8Km between Lake Garawongera and Pine Hill. 5Km remains to be cleared
between M15 (Happy Valley-Urang Creek Road) and M16 (on the connecting road from Lake Garawongera
to Yidney Scrub) - this is the most difficult section remaining. Finally, 3.1Km are all that separate M16 from
Pine Hill which includes a very attractive section through Yidney Scrub.
Now that Native Title has been determined, FIDO and NPAQ are seeking Butchulla approval to secure
QPWS authorization to proceed with Stage 2 in 2015. Stage 2 aims to complete the 52Km track and
establish a hiker’s shelter and toilet at Lake Coomboo.
John Sinclair, Fraser Island Defenders Organisation
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Bush Regeneration advancing well at Eurong
From 24th-30th August, 16 FIDO volunteers engaged in another Bush Regeneration Week at Eurong. During
the week, the group put in an aggregate of 400.5 hours made up of 334 hours on bush regeneration /
weeding and 66.5 hours on monitoring projects.
While most of their weeding work was focussed at
Eurong, volunteers contributed 32 hours at Central
Station where they bagged 28 bags of clivia lilies and
giant rats-tail grass. It is hoped to complete the
clivia removal in the next scheduled trip in February.
221 bags of rubbish were taken to the Eurong tip.
27 pots of creepers were taken to the QPWS nursery
to enable them to become established by regular
watering and to replace the four pots of pigface we
took out.
Two composting bins for lawn clippings (to reduce
221 bags of rubbish were removed! (Photo: FIDO)
the problems of improper disposal of garden waste)
have been installed. Inspections since have shown that these are already being used by residents. Three
photo-monitoring sites were established — Easton Street, Jarvis Street and Problem Corner.
FIDO has set out a plan for future weeding work in Eurong, but believes the most urgent challenge to
getting better weed control was to improve the stock and capacity of the QPWS nursery at Eurong to match
the demands for propagation material for the townships. A lot of work is needed to help ensure that the
Nursery is able to meet the demands not only from FIDO but also from residents and landholders. The aim
should be to ensure that all of the plants recommended as alternative garden plants are stocked in the
Nursery. FIDO are thrilled that President of the Fraser Island Association and Eurong resident, David
Anderson and his wife Marion had already identified the same problem, offering to help fix it and offer
their congratulations and thanks.
John Sinclair, Fraser Island Defenders Organisation

Happy Valley Weeding Work
Ten FIDO volunteers, led by Peter Shooter, again focused on Happy Valley from 7th-13th September 2014,
putting in 234 hours of effort. The main target species this trip was Abrus precatorius (Var Africanus) (crab
eye). Considerable eradication work was also done on Senna pendula (Easter cassia), and incidental work
on Asparagus aethiopicus (basket asparagus), Ipomoea cainca (mile a minute), Euphorbia cyathophora
(painted spurge) and numerous broad leafed herbaceous annuals and perennials.
Abrus management was achieved by collecting persistent seeds from the previous flowering, and spraying
with roundup (1:100). This was done on and directly outside the dingo fence on the north side. Starane
(1:100) spay was used at all the other areas that were treated during the trip.
Easter cassia was cut and squirted with neat roundup, asparagus dug out and mile a minute sprayed with
Roundup or Starane, as were other herbaceous weed species.
The limited trial spraying of Abrus with Roundup in February resulted in a good kill rate, as did cut and
paste. Physical removal, by digging as deep as possible was not at all effective and plants regrew
vigorously. Further limited trials were done in May with Roundup and the more selective herbicide
Starane. Both treatments resulted in very good kill rates. Starane is now the preferred herbicide, as it
limits collateral damage, especially to monocots and ferns. This is important as Abrus is a scrambling plant.
A team of workers worked on either side of Yidney Scrub Road. The incidence of Abrus fell away about 1km
west of the dingo fence grid at the Rotary shed. There were substantial areas of infestation in places, sparse
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in others. The infestation was by far the greatest on the northern side of Yidney Scrub Road, extending in
places to the top of the adjacent sand dune.
Inspections are required at the extremities of all known infested areas to ensure we reach the current
outliers. The road going off to the northwest from the dump corner outside the dingo fence is infested and
has not as yet been treated. Further inspection is required inside and outside the dingo fence on the
southern side. Because of the reservoir of seed in the area, and the hard testa, it is expected that
germination will continue over a number of years. Long term monitoring and follow up spraying will be
required to prevent reinfestation.
Large stands of Easter cassia were removed from inside the dingo fence behind the Rotary shed, along the
fence to the Yidney Rocks Bypass Road. This work continued east of the bypass road grid. There is more to
do in this area. Removing cassia across the site is an ongoing project.
Note: Peter is leading another team in November conducting extensive searches right across the site,
especially at the edges of the known infested areas to try to ensure all the Abrus outbreaks are contained.
He is planning another trip in May, 2015 to follow up on Abrus, but that should coincide with the flowering
of Cassia, making detection and destruction easier.
Peter Shooter, Fraser Island Defenders Organisation

Annual Bitou Bush Bash
Originally planted by sand miners in the 1960’s/1970’s, as
part of their operations between Dilli Village and Hook
Point, bitou bush is a Weed of National Significance and the
only Class 1 pest on Fraser Island. Bitou bush threatens
coastal dune vegetation along Australia’s east coast and can
outcompete and in many cases totally replace native flora,
as it invades undisturbed as well as disturbed areas. It can
also create a favourable environment for other highly
invasive weeds.
Forestry began control of the bitou bush in the 1980’s and
the Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service (QPWS) have
continued with yearly control.
Keeping up the long-term management of bitou bush on
Fraser Island (photo: BMRG)

Surveys between 2008/09 found 275 individual plants,
another survey in 2013 found seven individual plants,
while this year’s survey only recorded four plants –
indicating it is well under control on Fraser Island.
Contractors, Ian and Allison Muirhead have been
carrying out this work since 2007 (worth their weight
in gold). Most recently, volunteers David and Marion
Anderson joined QPWS staff (lead by Ranger John
Dargusch) and two long-time volunteers to undertake
the annual Bitou Bush Bash.
Ian – the Bitou Bush Basher (photo: QPWS)

Over the next five years QPWS will continue the Bitou
Bush Bash between the sandmining road and the
beach from Dilli Village to the Hook Point barge landing. This area surrounds the entire infestation on
Fraser Island and it is anticipated that this further surveying will pick up any outliers that may have been
missed in recent years.
Submitted by Queensland Parks & Wildlife Service
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ECOllaboration makes a great start on Fraser!
The inaugural Friends of Parks ECOllaboration
voluntourism adventure to Fraser Island was
a huge success ticking off over 400 volunteer
hours with 19 participants. Feedback has
been immensely positive with every
participant registering interest for the next
trip in November (which has already been
filled).
We were extremely lucky to have two
rangers allocated to our group for the three
days. Having access to the Rangers really
added to the experience for the volunteers,
ECOllaboration volunteers head over to Fraser (photo: Jacqui Smythe)
particularly for those who were interested in
pursuing a career with QPWS. The accommodation was very comfortable and as it was available to us at no
charge (under the Friends of Parks Program), we were able to keep our overheads very low, therefore
offering an extremely affordable experience at $120.00 per person, fully inclusive.
Activities over the weekend included:
 A scenic drive to Rainbow Beach along Teewah Beach and Freshwater Creek (I felt this added to the
overall experience by offering a scenic route to Inskip Point)
 Weeding activities in the campgrounds and at Lake McKenzie
 Rubbish collection at campgrounds and Lake McKenzie
 Balustrade removal and picnic table painting at Central Station
 Spotlighting and frog monitoring in the evenings
 A couple of guided walks by the Rangers.
Over the coming months there will be many exciting opportunities for existing and new volunteers to be
involved. Please look at our calendar for more information, subscribe to our newsletter or like our
Facebook page for updates on what will be happening.
Jacqui Smythe, ECOllaboration

We need cane toads!
Cane Toad Bufo Toxin Trial
4-7 February 2015
Can you help us collect cane toads
for our trial? We need the toxin from
four cane toads for each trap per
night. Can you help collect cane
toads and store them in your freezer
until we can use them?
If you can help, please contact Lesley
Bradley on (07) 4128 1750 or
dlmbrad@bigpond.net.au
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Weeds of the Month – please keep your eyes open for these!
Mother in Laws tongue (Sansaveria trifasciata)
Declared under Fraser Coast Regional Council Local
law No. 3 (Community and Environment
Management) 2011
Origin:
Native to Nigeria
Description:
Upright succulent herb to 60cm
with fleshy rhizome and stiff
leathery lance shaped leaves.
Leaves can be dark green with grey
green mottling and /or yellow
margins. Small cream tubular
flowers produced on a spike in
cooler months.
Spread:
By rhizomes
Areas found: Old gardens, foreshore areas.
Control:

Dig out small infestations by hand
Yes they do flower!
or mechanical ensuring all pieces
of rhizomes are removed. Bag and dispose of plant material. Chemical control with
glyphosate, Metsulfuron-methyl or Imazapyr following off label permit carefully (Off label
permit 11463).

Coral Creeper (Baleria repens)
Environmental weed
Origin:
Native of Africa
Description:
Creeping / scrambling herb usually
less than 70cm but can scramble
to 2m through other vegetation.
Shiny dark green oppositely paired
leaves. Produces tubular red
/pinkish flowers late summer to
autumn.
Spread:
A garden escapee by seed, readily
roots from stems and garden
dumping.
Areas found: Forms dense infestations
smothering the understorey. Coastal areas, old gardens and riparian areas.
Control:
Manually pull out single plants. Chemical control has been undertaken with Starane, 2-4D,
Metsulfuron methyl or Glyphosate according to AVPMA off label permit 11463.
Before using any herbicide always read the label carefully and apply strictly in accordance with directions
on the label.
Information sourced from: http://www.technigro.com.au/documents/WW%20Coral%20Creeper.pdf
http://weeds.brisbane.qld.gov.au/weeds/coral-creeper-barleria-repens and DAFF Pest fact sheets.
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FINIA Fraser Island Marine Debris Workshop
A group of committed organisations met on Thursday 14 August in Woocoo to discuss the ongoing and
increasing issue of Marine Debris on Fraser Island. Additional support and advice was provided by Heidi
Taylor of Tangaroa Blue (the leader of the Australian Marine Debris Initiative) see
http://www.tangaroablue.org/amdi/amdi-program.html
The workshop was split into two sessions – one to break down the issues or constraints to marine debris
clean-ups, the other at potential solutions / actions to address problems. While many of the problems
relating to Fraser Island’s marine debris are common worldwide, some are a little more unique such as
coordinating rubbish removal from the world’s largest sand island.
The group started by discussing was marine debris even a significant problem? Absolutely – marine debris
can introduce plastics into the diet of threatened marine and migratory species resulting in death. Plastics
persist in the environment and gradually break down to micro-plastics where they are too small to be
removed from the beach, but continue to attract chemicals which cause additional problems for species the
accidentally ingest them. Fraser Island is also listed for its aesthetic values, so marine debris and litter
degrade this value.
Some issues or constraints identified were:
 Getting to the island – barge / ferry fares, permits and transport.
 Risk management – safety inductions, PPE, emergency evacuations and public liability.
 Operational coordination on the day: small groups are easier to manage than larger ones. Need to
consider communication and potential designation of communications coordinator (for large groups).
 When? Current clean-ups seem to be focussed around key times – for example the Queensland
Birthday Long Weekend, perhaps need to spread activities throughout the year or respond to peak
needs? Who is doing what / when and who knows?
 Where? The West Coast estuaries seem to have greater issues with litter than the East Coast beaches,
but to date most clean-ups have focussed on the East Coast / main beach. Access to West Coast sites is
also more difficult logistically, due to silt build up. Is there a register of sites nominated for clean-ups?
 Source reduction - where does Fraser Island’s litter come from? Does it come out of the Mary River or
from shipping? Certainly post-floods there were larger amounts of marine debris on the island and the
World Heritage Area’s West Coast in particular. Anecdotally, however there appears to be a larger
amount of marine debris on the East Coast sourced from Asia – for example bottles with Korean or Thai
origin? Is this from shipping, currents or overseas campers? This was seen as a key research question.
 Resources – particularly funding to enable project coordination and delivery.
 Permits – green tape reduction has led to a reduction in permit needs with some exemptions available.
For a large group may need to apply for a “group activity permit” with conditions to reduce the group’s
impact on key areas / existing tourism. Scientific or research permits may also be needed in the future.
 Finding volunteers? As the FIDO article in our recent FINIA newsletter testified, there is lots of interest
in volunteering on Fraser Island. Partners include CVA, ECOllaboration, NPAQ, OceanWatch and 4WD
clubs. There is a need to attract new / younger volunteers to ensure that we are not calling on the
same people for all activities.
 Disposal of rubbish collected. For vehicles that are full of volunteers (without a trailer) removal of
debris is problematic. All rubbish is currently removed and disposed of Rainbow Beach Recovery and
disposed of via Inskip (going to Rainbow Beach Transfer Station in Gympie Regional Council area).
Fraser Coast Regional Council charge dump fees.
For more information, in the Marine Debris Working Group, please contact Sue Sargent at the Burnett Mary
Regional Group on (07) 4181 2999 or sue.sargent@bmrg.org.au
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Australasian Wildlife Management Society Conference:
Pullman, King George Square, Brisbane
2-4 December 2014
Includes the one day symposia - Wildlife Management on Inhabited Islands. Managing
wildlife on inhabited islands poses unique and complex dimensions, and Queensland has
some of the most famous inhabited islands in Australasia, including Fraser Island, Stradbroke
Island and those in the Great Barrier Reef. Humans on islands exaggerate the pressures on
wildlife (both on the island and in the surrounding waters) and the conflicts that are difficult
for policy makers and land managers to address.
Day registration $295 (member), $345 (non-member), $195 (student/concession member)
and $295 (Student/concession non-member).
http://www.awms.org.au/conference
Fraser Island Pest Management Cane Toad Control Trial – using Bufo Toxin
Hervey Bay and Fraser Island
4-7 February 2015
Under the trial, the University of Sydney will train a number of organisations currently
collaborating under the Fraser Island Natural Integrity Alliance (FINIA) and other interested
parties to safely conduct Bufo Toxin cane toad control on Fraser Island including construction
of traps, extraction of Bufo Toxin, cane toad tadpole trapping in Fraser Island field trials, data
collection, and humane disposal of cane toads (toadlets) collected. Numbers are limited.
Participants will be expected to meet their own costs.
More info or register, contact Lesley Bradley on 07 4128 1750 or dlmbrad@bigpond.net.au
Fraser Island Eco-Experience
Fraser Island, departing and returning to Nambour
13-16 February 2015
Experience Fraser Island on a guided volunteering experience. Includes transport from
Nambour, two experienced environmental guides, all meals, 3 nights’ accommodation in
ranger dorms, experience the island whilst helping Rangers with environmental restoration
projects. Places are limited.
$180
Contact Jacqui @ ECOllaboration on 07 5476 4777 or info@ecollaboration.org.au
CVA Naturewise Conservation holiday – Fraser Island Conservation
Departing and returning to Maroochydore
16-20 February and 16-20 March
4 night’s accommodation on Fraser Island, return transfers from Maroochydore, all meals.
Maximum 7 passengers, Conservation Volunteers guide, conservation activities, scheduled
sightseeing activities on Fraser Island
From $840
www.naturewise.com.au, bookings@naturewise.com.au or phone 1800 032 501
Sand, Sea and Sun: 2015 Fraser Island Conference
University of the Sunshine Coast, Sippy Downs
12 August 2015
FIDO is currently seeking abstracts for potential presentations that outline recent research
findings and new information about Fraser Island that will help to understand its Outstanding
Universal Value that has earned it a place on the World Heritage List and that may help in the
management of this site.
Abstracts for proposed papers should be submitted to
john@fido.org org by the end of February, 2015 and those submitting them will be notified if
they are accepted soon afterwards.
TBA
John Sinclair – john@sinclair.org.au or phone 0418 650 535
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Funding Opportunities
What:
For:

When:
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Norman Wettenhall Foundation – Small Environmental Grant Scheme
Projects that enhance or maintain the vitality and diversity of the Australian natural living
environment. Objectives of the Small Environmental Grants Scheme (up to $10K) are to
support Australian biodiversity projects that are concerned with one or more of the
following: monitoring/recording data, community education, community capacity building
(training) and research/science. NWF has funded projects ranging from supporting local
communities to maintain or restore habitat; to the production of education kits; and the
publication and dissemination of research information.
Expressions of interest open, grant round opens 8th December 2014 (Trustee meeting
February 2015) - get in early!
(03) 5472 1316 - Elizabeth (Beth) Mellick, Executive Officer
beth@nwf.org.au
http://www.nwf.org.au/
Gambling Community Benefit Fund
One-off grants of up to $35,000 (inc. GST) for not-for-profit organisations to help provide
community services or activities that benefit the Queensland community.
Closing date for next for next round 28 February 2015
cbf@treasury.qld.gov.au
(07) 3247 4284
http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/communitybenefit-funding-programs
The Mullum Trust
Supports projects which have significant, ongoing or catalytic environmental outcomes.
Grants are available from $100 to $10,000. Projects with specific localised environmental
outcomes are preferred, although projects which are locally based but have far reaching
impacts are also encouraged.
Ongoing
Mr Ryan Neoh on (03) 9671 6658
rneoh@deloitte.com.au
http://thetrusteeforthemullumtrust.myob.net/

For those of you that like Facebook – you may want to keep an eye on Australian Grants and Awards page
who keep a watchful eye on additional funding opportunities as they become available:
https://www.facebook.com/ausgrants
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